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Synopsis

Noodle is having a rough couple of days. The rules keep getting in the way of his fun! Rules for this and rules for that. There are so many rules - too many rules! Rules stink! And Noodle struggles because he doesn't think many of them actually apply to HIM! Can't he just have a rule-free day? Author Julia Cook’s newest book in the Responsible Me! series will have readers in stitches as Noodle describes the variety of rules he deals with daily. Will Noodle’s mother and teacher convince him that rules are meant to help, not harm, him?
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Customer Reviews

I love Julia Cook’s books. I have many of them in my classroom. I just bought this one fire the end of the year. It touches on a real problem some children have in a humorous, non threatening way. It gives practical advice without being preachy. I always leave them out for students to read independently after we read and discussed it as a class. I love it when I see students who struggle with the issue choose to re read the books on their own.
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